
A Culture of Fear 

Source( German)- Summer interview with Dr Stefan Lanka
https://eingeschenkt.tv/stefan-lanka-sommerinterview-2022/
Compilation and links ,  last 1/3 of video

⸻-

We have a culture of fear that gets manipulated. We do not have a culture of 
understanding. 

Creating fear is the instrument of power.
Who and what is the aim?

⸺-
 Who creates the fear?

The ‘experts ‘ , both the official and the critics create fear.

Who delivers the tools for fear politics?

The paid scientists
The critics - some intentional  but during covid many unintentionally as they 
believe in their false dogmas. 

The paid scientists

The people who get paid to produce the science know exactly , it is of zero 
relevance.This  is the reality, the corruption of science.
( book 
Summary 
https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Not_Even_Trying_The_Corruption_of_Real_S.
html?id=nmOhDwAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y
Content 
https://books.google.com/books/about/Not_Even_Trying_The_Corruption_of_Real_S.h



tml?id=nmOhDwAAQBAJ

The critics

The critics are an extremely small percentage who want to research but see the 
contradictions. Some intentionally but many unintentionally consolidate the fear with 
false dogmas.

The few who see the contradictions  and have become the ‘hot ‘critics ‘ do not go back 
to ‘Adam and Eve’ . They  do not check if the theories were true to start with.
They just stabilise the constructs and unintentionally contribute to fear.

Eg. In Austria there was a publicised debate in 2003, for or against vaccines 
The media was there.
A professor , in charge of the drug institute in Vienna,  who produces vaccines starts 
with his speech , that he feel there are lots of anti -vaxx in the room. Lots of booing.
But then he speaks the truth 
That they need the critics. Without  the critics  they would not be able to sell  more 
vaccines every year. The critics make them aware of the loopholes and contradictions 
which the best marketing institutes could not  .And the critics also do it for free and for 
that he is thankful.

The critics play a central in the scheme of manipulation. 
They need the critics .

eg .In theatre .
No-one would  go if you did not have the critics to say how bad or good it is, about the 
actors, the acting, etc.

Critics - you have 
willing  critics  ,controlled opposition, not as many during covid  and 
unwilling , those who believe their own false  theories 

The most dangerous people are those who do not  bring up the  point as they 
consolidate the construct, they increase  the fear and hopelessness.
One needs to address the existence of the virus .It  takes away the fear.



⸻-
The Aim?

Too keep the fear going,  it is now global.
We become controllable through fear.

Like a shepherd, has 3 dogs -(the  gatekeepers) 
People are steered through fear towards a prison  by the gatekeepers.

If 3 dogs are not enough, as people are not scared enough , you need 4 dogs or a wolf 
-ie. chemtrail, 5G or
-spike protein, genetic manipulation through people like Bhakti, Wodarg who believe it 
. But you also  have  people who have said for the last 20 years , that the time is not 
right to address the existence of viruses.

So they create multiple fears  eg. virus, 5G,  chemtrail ,war. If one does not fall for one 
fear one succumbs to another.

The manipulation may be intentionally or not. 
There is massively exaggerated fear , fear of  micowaves, with chemtrails, etc.

The point is to have no fear.

⸻—-

Is the spiritual or material influence that matters most ? ( health)
Ie nutrition, EMF, chemtrail?

Spiritual is decisive.
Out of the material we get our energy  ie. oxygen for breathing, temperature, water, 
etc.
But the fear of poisons is massively exaggerated.

If get information that causes fear but one cannot do something about it constructively  
then, the information is dangerous.



Eg. Alcohol is a poison , if one never drinks alcohol  -a youngster can get alcohol 
poisoning. Yeltsin drank 2 bottles of vodka/ day and functioned.
There is no  alcohol anti-toxin. We produce the enzymes to compensate. 
Same with other poisons , the body can adjust and can handle a lot of insults.
If it does not damage one in a few hours or days , it will not make one sick.
One adjusts to it. The dose makes the poison .

Even radiation is exaggerated. 
You have the  poisonous eggs ( ?) that explode , there  is a yellow cloud  that can last 
for 3 days , an uranium isotope that should not be breathed in.
But ‘NATO’  and the people behind it may plan atomic war fear , to wear masks , 
quarantine, etc.

People have fear from radiation.
But he learned from Dr Zahner that radiation is exaggerated. He did measurements, it 
accumulated but none of them died. 
The pulsed radiation cannot penetrate deeply.
Also see Chernobyl , wildlife is back .you do not see wolves with 5 heads.
Of course if you put your head or cat in a microwave it can be lethal  .
Dr Lanka learned when was in the airforce , as had to learn applied physics , the 
distance from roentgen , radiation, radar as to  not to be affected . 

5G and covid. 
A professor who he values gave him a publication about how 5G affects the tissues 
and produces particles that are the same as the covid ‘virus’.
He told the professor who are the authors ?
They do not even exist, ghost writers.

Chemtrail.
Off course the military make experiments,radar etc.
No fear of the chemtrails.
Why would the people who are totally stuck in a material way of thinking ie.  no 
creation/ consciousness,  freeze themselves after death for thousands of years in the 
believe that technology will bring them one day, back to life.



But if one trusts life , the power  of the earth as something alive , bound  to cosmos 
which is a river of energy. 
Not everything comes out of the atmosphere, there is constant interactions, exchange 
of materials, energy, substances.
The is the ether - the air humidity,  the primordial substance, the dense water 
substance,  everything comes out of it and goes back into it.
Ether penetrates the whole world. This  is gravitation ,where everything interacts. 
The Ether does not only mediate radiation but also gravity. 
That is why physics cannot explain gravity. 

But many are stuck in a material limitation of living in a bubble of more poisons and do 
not even know how to think differently ie. that the earth atmosphere through the whole 
cosmos, constantly  renews, enlivens , changes , the clouds, etc.
But if believe we are closed in this ant ‘s prison one can drive himself sick with fear. 
Fear of death can lead to lung cancer.

We have no understanding , we have  a culture of fear that can be manipulated.
We feel so fragile but we are not that fragile 
Of course you can die from shotgun, of thirst , famine , but the rest is massively 
exaggerated

It is irresponsible to generate fear with such exaggerations.

The idea with the microchip. The jab goes deep in the muscle so cannot be read. Can 
only read it if put it under the skin eg. in a dog or cat but not in the muscle.

Graphene oxide - there is nothing to the story. It is used so that the plunger is pushed 
smoothly . If store the jabs for months at such low temperatures you do not want it 
injected in a sudden spurt that can cause  local trauma.

The nanoparticles in the vaccines are very dangerous and  are untested.

⸺

Dr Lanka was also for a long time in this paradox. At the start, he trusted the models  
but saw more and more contradictions , saw already as a youngster how politics 



suppresses critical science.
He believed he discover a harmless virus , was tutoring about HIV until he was 
questioned  ‘Has he checked the science?  So he was confronted to face his 
superstitions with facts .

eg. with HIV .
Luc  Montagnier gets Nobel prize in 2008 for HIV.
But Gallo was for  20 years ,considered the discoverer until it became known that he 
cheated. Gallo killed his cell cultures intentionally with the stress hormone 
hydrocortisone.
The French said l my virus does is not deadly, does not kill the cells , it multiples  them. 
But there could be some extra load with homosexuals l But  if they stop inhaling the 
liquid viagra ,the black spots disappear and drink clean water they can  get rid of the 
virus which is not deadly. He published this in 1983 and was hated for it .
 Luc  Montagnier receives a Nobel  prize in 2008 for his not so deadly virus, but  not 
Gallo who claimed to have discovered  a deadly virus.

One can see the contradictions in virology.
Too keep the fear.
As for  questioning the existence of viruses  , he was told for over 20 year by others 
that  the time is not right. 

⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸺

Geopolitics.
Going globally into geopolitics - shepherds, the dogs and the sheep.

Dr Lanka’s opinion

What you have is the countdown between the east and west , colliding.
The trust in creation or the dictate of the material.  
It started with the western Roman empire, the council of Nicaea , the orthodoxy etc. *
They collide now in Ukraine.

Russia is a power that did not create such terror against its own people with jabs, 
quarantine as they did in the west . Neither did China until recently .
 only now and selectively in a few cities, meanwhile it had a booming economy during 



covid.

China dealt with ‘corona’ completely differently, Russia much more humane.
And in the west was madness, destroying the economy, gastronomy which is a huge 
part of the industry.
So this  two ( east and west) are clashing. The Shepherds  are getting impatient and 
are exaggerating  to keep it going. 
They are receiving a few extra real dogs ie.5G , spike protein, gene technique. 

So it creates extra fear .
Instead  of dissolving the fear. Instead of bring to the table solutions on how to get out 
of this , how to trust again in oneself and in life. They divert  with  5G, chemtrails,  etc.

—

With the war, it is  for world dominance.

But who ?
One  just needs to read 
-The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and Its Geostrategic Imperatives (1997) 

Brzezinski -https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Grand_Chessboard
-The Storm before the calm , George Friedmann.
https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/49587256-the-storm-before-the-calm

If perceive there can only be one superpower. 
The USA claims such an entitlement that one is sacred above the rest. It is racism but 
has caught on in such a fast growing power.

Book( German) . The dream of one State , Professor Hunziker( ?)
Shows USA is stick in technology and can only make things slightly better, bigger.
But they  are full into the weapon technology, they have systems that can affect 
disrupt and incapacitate other ‘s countries communication etc.

He feels that people behind the USA , NATO power ( deep state) , the money power, 
money, (as  Elisa Fitz  * mentioned , these old , filthy , dirty man  ) are releasing that it 
is game over.



Song -I see what you cannot see. - 
“ Greedy man, geriatric murders,
Sing of death and the evil old way,
Carry away half of the world while falling,
Wake up and act and don't desert yourself.
https://lyricstranslate.com”
https://lyricstranslate.com/en/ich-sehe-was-was-du-nicht-siehst-i-see-something-
you-dont-see.html

So they realise , game over.

So it is the last battle?

One has to see it in context  , what happened .
Trump happend . He did not play along with wars,  was kicked out of power with 
election fraud . 
But Trump has split USA, they are close to a civil war . If see the growth of the the 
weapon industry ,such an increase in weapons sales ,an overkill , they will end up 
fighting each other.

The mechanical thinking brings me into good and bad .
Right and left politics. 
Traditionally they are being played against each other but this has not been 
functioning for a very long time.
It has divided people to such an extent that they even discredit those who  want to 
help  , who expect that it will all collapse.

As presented by The Paul Schreyer book** - German 
The fear of the elites.
They see their losses ,they may also think there are too many people.

Dr Lanka sees that it has gone out of hand . It is all out of control.
The war has really affected him. 
But he came to a constructive insight . It has is not just a pact situation between Russia 
and China. 
He is sure that Russia with its spiritual traditions and China with 5000 years of 



spirituality and identity is a power of spirituality .
It can also all fall apart ,hopes not.

Dr Lanka’s contribution . 
If the virus question spreads and becomes well  known among the people , the sheep 
will know who are the dogs that chase them and who gives the  orders.

And to concentrate on the essentials.
Yes to life, believe in the wellbeing of each individual, a meaningful life and not in a 
meaningless life where power rules.

A choice is between material  or spiritual. 

That means.
Have no fear of 5G , chemtrails, viruses , of the elite  that create pictures of enemies.
Stay with you, feel the peace, the freedom, trust and do not fall for the fear that feeds 
the powers who want to steer you in a certain direction.
Stay positive , confident, secure, have lust for life but do not feed the powers.

The easiest is to start with the existence of a virus and oriente oneself from 
there.

In conclusion:
Life is beautiful, full of happiness, creativity, health, fearlessness, no one is better than 
another, not against one another but with one another, in symbiosis not war.
China and Russia got together.

If popularise the virus , the sheep will see who is controlling the dogs.

⸻⸻-
Links

* First Council of Nicaea
https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/First_Council_of_Nicaea

“ The council was called by the Roman Emperor Constantine I in order to resolve 

christological disagreements and to consolidate greater unity in his empire. The event was 



historically significant because it was the first effort to attain consensus in the church 

through an assembly representing all of Christendom.”

“ The Nicene Creed established a precedent for subsequent ecumenical councils of 

bishops' to create statements of belief and canons of doctrinal orthodoxy— the intent 

being to define unity of beliefs for the whole of Christendom.”

“The long-term effects of the Council of Nicaea were significant. For the first time, 

representatives of many of the bishops of the Church convened to agree on a doctrinal 

statement. Additionally, for the first time, the Emperor played a role, by calling together the 

bishops under his authority, and using the power of the state to give the Council's orders 

effect.”

⸺

https://www.thalia.de/shop/home/artikeldetails/A1047206704,

deepl Translate

“Can our democracy still be saved? 
The system is in crisis. Does the way out lie in more direct democracy? Or are the 
people too "stupid" to decide for themselves on essential issues? Are they too easily 
manipulated and fall for right-wing populists? When outsiders are successful in 
elections, it is often said that the citizens voted "wrongly". But who decides what is 
"right"? In Germany, free elections for all have only existed for a good hundred years. 
But are votes on the composition of a parliament enough to create a democratic 
system and prevent an oligarchy, i.e. rule by the rich? Or are there perhaps other, quite 
different, important prerequisites for a democracy that have not yet been fulfilled - 
neither in Germany nor elsewhere? “

Review.

“Paul Schreyer is a freelance journalist and author of several non-fiction books. With 
this book "The Fear of the Elites" he questions the political realities, provides answers 
to questions about what is "right" and "wrong". Who decides? How much trust can 



one have in the citizens of a country? Who can be trusted to make decisions for the 
"people's good"? 
And while reading, one keeps asking oneself more and more questions - and with a 
little thought, one can give oneself many an answer ...
The book is structured in 14 chapters and right at the beginning of the first chapter 
"Wealth rules" one is confronted with the statement of a lawyer: "We have to decide: 
We can have a democracy or concentrated wealth in the hands of a few - but not 
both." 
The author's subsequent logical explanations all seem plausible and can be accepted 
1:1. Why and why parts of the population (who are neglected by the government or at 
least feel so) turn to other groupings is understandable. 
The truth about populism - Schreyer tries to get to the bottom of this in one chapter, 
justifying successes of Trump & Co. 
One chapter philosophises about hate messages and freedom of speech and here, 
too, we get interesting background information on why this is driven from "the very 
top" and the hint that "hate speech" is associated with religions, sexuality, ethnic 
background. 
But the poor and the underclass are not mentioned here. Schreyer makes so many 
points here that it would go beyond the scope of a review to address all the interesting 
topics. The topic of "refugees" is always topical, what role the media play in shaping 
opinion and why people are less concerned with the financial lobby or tax refugees 
than with the wars in Syria and Afghanistan. 
It is analysed where the fear of the elites comes from and what effects this has on 
society, how party programmes "adapted" over time, what is understood by social 
justice and much more. 
The author manages to make page after page fly by with a captivating writing style. He 
gets to the heart of many problems, has solutions ready and exposes the machinations 
of the elite, even the dynamic young politicians (like Sebastian Kurz) get their 
comeuppance, here Schreyer shows a look behind the scenes, how programmes are 
published by strategists, without ideology in the background.
 "It is not enough to be merely "against the right" or "against the left". 
Democracy means one thing above all: willingness to debate." I don't think there is 
anything to add to that - except that I wish the book many readers who see Schreyer's 
statements as food for thought. I am happy to give it 5 stars and a reading 
recommendation.”



“ Insightful, exciting and entertaining. Very much worth reading.
Wedma on 10.04.2018 
Rated: Book (Paperback)

I enjoyed reading The Fear of the Elites and am happy to recommend the book to 
others, especially to readers who care about the state of democracy in Germany and 
Europe and how it should continue. Even those who have asked themselves why there 
is a gap between the Basic Law and the reality they live in will find good explanations 
here. 
The blurb fits very well: "Can our democracy still be saved? The system is in crisis. 
Does the way out lie in more direct democracy? 
Or are the people too "stupid" to decide for themselves on essential issues?
 Are they too easily manipulated and fall for right-wing populists? 
When outsiders are successful in elections, it is often said that the citizens voted 
"wrongly". But who decides what is "right"?
 In Germany, free elections for all have only existed for a good hundred years. But are 
votes on the composition of a parliament enough to create a democratic system and 
prevent an oligarchy, i.e. rule by the rich? Or are there perhaps other, quite different, 
important prerequisites for a democracy that have not yet been fulfilled - neither in 
Germany nor elsewhere?" 
Prof. Rainer Mausefeld's opinion is also very apt: "Paul Schreyer gives a 
knowledgeable and engaging introduction to facets of the current destruction of 
democratic substance and provides rich material for independent reflection in a good 
readable form." Some 170 pages of the text are divided into 14 chapters. After a short 
preface, the book gets off to a good start with "Wealth rules", in which Schreyer makes 
a well-founded case that this is precisely the case, and that political disinterest on the 
part of the poor certainly has its tangible causes. Ch.2 "The truth about populism" is 
also exciting. The author gets to the bottom of the phenomenon. He presents four 
reasons why it is most frequently mentioned as disturbing in general, and adds his own 
opinion. He also considers, among other things, why a party like AfD is currently 
successful. In chapter 8, he reveals his research on who is at the top and whose 
interests they are trying to pursue. With "'Hate Speech' and Freedom of Expression" in 
chapter 3, Schreyer also brings up a few good things here, especially all the things one 
looks for in vain in the so-called leading media. In chapter 4, "Dream of the 
Community", he talks about the emergence of the EU, starting with its origins in the 
post-war period. Presented in this way, these explanations are an eye-opener as to 



what the EU actually is, by virtue of which interests and with which money this idea 
was pushed forward. It makes one change one's mind. Chapter 7, "The Fear of 
Referendums", is also very informative, in which Schreyer explains, among other 
things, why people in Germany are not so keen on holding referendums. In chapter 13 
"Caution, Cross Front!" he says a few clear words about the leading media, their 
function and their willingness to follow the course of the elites. "The myth of the 'new 
age'", ch. 14, is also good. Here Schreyer takes a closer look at who the newly elected 
young dynamics like Sebastian Kurz, Emmanuelle Macron, etc. are, especially whose 
interests they actually represent. Chapter 9 "Billionaires make politics" is a good basis 
for this. If you think that these are lengthy treatises, you are very much mistaken. They 
are concise, meaningful explanations, imbued with subtle irony, in a strong, catchy 
language. For this reason alone, this book was a pleasure to read: densely narrated, 
always to the point, nothing superfluous, only that which substantiates one's own 
argumentation and drives the explanations forward. Only a few high-professionals 
display this today. Schreyer's analyses, which often have historical references and 
provide a good overview, are really strong. Conclusion: Insightful, exciting and 
entertaining right up to the last page. Definitely not 08/15 newspaper stuff. Exactly the 
opposite. Paul Schreyer, with his descriptions and pointed questions, provides rich 
ground for his own reflections on the state of democracy today, and much more. They 
say a good book is good on every page. Here it is completely true. 5 stars and an 
absolute must read. Read also: "Fassadendemokratie und Tiefer Staat", Ulrich Mies 
and Jens Wernicke (eds.) "Lügen die Medien?", Jens Wernicke. "We are the good 
guys", Mathias Bröckers, Paul Schreyer. Works by Noam Chomsky.”


